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A Rank Correlation Based Detection against
Distributed Reflection DoS Attacks
Wei Wei, Feng Chen, Yingjie Xia, and Guang Jin

Abstract—DDoS presents a serious threat to the Internet since
its inception, where lots of controlled hosts flood the victim
site with massive packets. Moreover, in Distributed Reflection
DoS (DRDoS), attackers fool innocent servers (reflectors) into
flushing packets to the victim. But most of current DRDoS
detection mechanisms are associated with specific protocols and
cannot be used for unknown protocols. It is found that because
of being stimulated by the same attacking flow, the responsive
flows from reflectors have inherent relations: the packet rate
of one converged responsive flow may have linear relationships
with another. Based on this observation, the Rank Correlation
based Detection (RCD) algorithm is proposed. The preliminary
simulations indicate that RCD can differentiate reflection flows
from legitimate ones efficiently and effectively, thus can be used
as a useable indicator for DRDoS.
Index Terms—DDoS detection, reflection DoS, Rank correlation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ISTRIBUTED denial of service (DDoS) attack is a
serious threat to the Internet, where lots of controlled
hosts flood the victim site with massive packets. As a popular
form of controlled hosts, botnets are still improving and ready
for launching future DDoS [1]. To render it more difficult
to defend, in Distributed Reflection DoS (DRDoS), attackers
spoof requests to many Internet servers which will send
responses back to the victim. Therefore, a lot of connectionless
request-response based protocols could be exploited. And the
dilution of locality makes it hard to isolate attacking traffic.
Local detection near single reflector may be useless because
of low volume of reflected traffic [2]. Though ingress filtering
is a hopeful solution, it has not been largely deployed [3].
There have been some packet-level defense methods. Filtering all incoming response packets, which is of low cost, will
result in no general access to the remote server [2]. Inspecting
packet content and tracking protocol status maybe helpful, but
need a lot of computation which is also vulnerable to attacks
[4, 5, 6]. Along with more protocols being exploited to launch
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Fig. 1.

Attacking scenario.

DRDoS [7], countermeasures must consider a list of possible
protocols with each one treated specifically, and the list needs
to be updated in time. So we urgently expect some protocolindependent methods to help detecting most kinds of DRDoS.
This letter concentrates on solving this problem. We investigate the basic traffic pattern introduced near the victim
under DRDoS, and propose a general detection method: the
Rank Correlation based Detection (RCD). RCD is protocolindependent and its computation cost is not affected by
network throughput. In RCD, once an attack alarm raises,
upstream routers will sample and test rank correlation of
suspicious flows and use the correlation value for further
detection. Correlation has been successfully used in DDoS
detection, e.g., correlation coefficient has been successfully
employed to discriminate DDoS attacks from flash crowds [8].
As we know, it is the first time that DRDoS is analyzed and
detected using correlation.
II. S YSTEM ANALYSIS
In view of limited space, we mainly focus on two typical
scenarios involving one attacker and multiple reflectors:
a) One attacker spoofs requests to reflectors randomly with
uniform distribution, at a constant rate, e.g., the outgoing
bandwidth.
b) One attacker spoofs requests to reflectors randomly with
uniform distribution, at a low but variable rate.
We define all packets to the victim through one router as a
flow. The packet count of suspicious flows is sampled per time
unit T when an alarm appears. Set the start of a time span as
t, then for two suspicious flows fa and fb , their respective set
of source reflectors are Ra and Rb in time span [t, t+T], with
Na and Nb reflectors, where the set of uninvolved reflectors
are Ro , as shown in fig. 1. Here source reflectors of one flow
is all the reflectors which will contribute packets to the flow
if received bogus request packets.
For the impact of network latency, the packets arrived at the
victim in flow fa and fb should be generated a little earlier
at Ra and Rb . With average latency τ , if T is far greater than
τ , the count of arrived packets at victim in time span [t, t+T]
(say, Ca,t and Cb,t ) could be approximated by the count of
generated packets in reflectors in [t-τ , t+T-τ ] (say, Ca,t−τ and


Cb,t−τ ), shown as follow:
Ca,t ≈ Ca,t−τ

(1)

Cb,t ≈ Cb,t−τ

(2)

The generated packets in reflectors are the immediate result
of arrived packets from the attacker. For most scenarios, one
arrived packet generates N (usually 1) packets, e.g., only one
packet will be produced for each arrived request packet from
attacker. So in [t-τ , t+T-τ ], the arrived request packets at
reflectors are also Ca,t−τ and Cb,t−τ , and the total number
of reflectors (including ones not in set Ra and Rb ) involved
in the attack is Nr , while the total number of arrived request
packets are Cr,t−τ . As bogus requests from the attacker are
distributed uniformly, there are:
Ca,t−τ ≈

Na
Cr,t−τ
Nr

(3)

Cb,t−τ ≈

Nb
Cr,t−τ
Nr

(4)

Then we have:
Ca,t−τ
Na
Ca,t
≈
≈
Cb,t
Cb,t−τ
Nb

(5)

That is, in [t, t+T], for flow fa and fb , the ratio of the
packet count is close to the size of their reflector set. If Ra
and Rb don’t change significantly between adjacent time units,
Na /Nb could approximate a constant for a short period of
time. Consequently, the packet arriving rates for fa and fb is
proportional.
On top of that, if the attacker sends bogus request at the
full speed, Cr,t−τ is approximately the outgoing bandwidth
of the attacker, then:
Ca,t + Cb,t ≈ Ca,t−τ + Cb,t−τ ≈

Na + Nb
Cr,t−τ
Nr

(6)

So, summation of packet arriving rates for fa and fb
approximate a constant. In above two typical scenarios, the
count of arrived packets per time unit for fa to fb present
a linear relationship, which could be accurately expressed by
correlation coefficient.
For the situation with two or more attackers, the above
conclusion holds as long as attackers share the same set of
reflectors, which is reasonable as an attacker may not utilize
all reflectors, and the master attacker needs to add more slaver
attackers to generate massive traffic.
III. A LGORITHM
A. Spearman’s Rank Correlation
The well-known Pearson’s correlation coefficient is suitable
for describing the linear relationship [9]. However, due to the
background traffic and delay, the linearity may not be obvious.
And Pearson’s correlation is sensitive to outliers introduced by
traffic bursts. Through experimental comparisons, Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (Spearman’s rho) is more suitable
for detection, where a raw value is converted to a ranked value
and then Pearson’s correlation is applied. For a given value, its
ranked value is the average of its position(s) in the ascending
order of all values.
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Simulation topology.

In Spearman’s correlation coefficient, for two random variables X and Y of ranked values, the expected values are
μX and μY , and standard deviations are σX and σY . The
coefficient rX,Y is their covariance normalized by the standard
deviation:
rX,Y =

cov(X, Y )
E((X − μX )(Y − μY ))
=
σX σY
σX σY

(7)

Where E is the expected value, and cov is the covariance
which could also be represented using E, then it has:
E(XY ) − E(X)E(Y )

rX,Y = 
E(X 2 ) − E 2 (X) E(Y 2 ) − E 2 (Y )

(8)

The value range of rX,Y is [-1,1], closer to 1 represents
stronger positive linear relationship while closer to -1 represents stronger negative linear relationship, whereas 0 means
no linear relationship.
B. Algorithm
In RCD, once an alarm appears, routers in the path will
sample flows for sufficient time. Ideally, for two pure attacking
flows fa and fb , correlation coefficient ra,b will be close to 1.
Although the Internet may not strictly satisfies the assumption
due to legitimate traffic in background, the correlation between
two malicious flows should be remarkably strong compared
with other pairs.
Then in a DRDoS scenario, we could use two thresholds
δ1 and δ2 to judge whether both are malicious flows or not.
Ra,b = 1 means that both are reflection flows.

0, for δ1 ≤ ra,b ≤ δ2
Ra,b =
(9)
1, for ra,b < δ1 or ra,b > δ2
It is difficult to determine thresholds once for all, and it
should suit various network scenarios and different detection
contexts. For given scenarios, a feasible method is to derive
thresholds statistically from different attacking cases. The
thresholds for our simulations will be given in section IV.
Suppose the false negative rate is q, we can decrease q
further by using multiple flow pairs, e.g., we have m flow
pairs, then q will be decreased towards qm . When q = 0.1 and
m = 3, qm = 0.1% which is low enough.
Furthermore, the value of correlation coefficient indicates
the percentage of malicious packets in two flows and could
help throttling. And the computation cost of RCD is not
affected by the network throughput because of only taking
packet count into consideration. The step of RCD is shown in
Table I.

TABLE I
T HE S TEP OF RCD
1. Locate suspicious flows on an upstream router.
2. Sample the number of packets of suspicious flows per time unit T
for a short time, get the value sequence for each flow.
3. Submit sequences to a detection center, which will divide flows into
pairs and calculate coefficients for each pair according to (8).
4. Compare coefficients for suspicious flows and make decision by (9).
5. If confirmed, then discard these flows on the routers.
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Comparison of methods in scenario a.

IV. S IMULATION
To test the effectiveness of RCD, we have conducted a
number of simulations. As shown in fig. 2, we implemented a
typical network including 15 routers and 800 network nodes,
in the NS2 simulation system. In the network, 750 network
nodes are reflectors and 50 are legitimate clients. Nodes’
network latency to the victim is randomly between 10ms and
200ms, which simulates an average Internet RTT of 200ms.
Legitimate requests to the victim follow a Pareto distribution.
We test two different scenarios described in section II. Fig.
3 and fig. 4 elucidate the result, in comparison with the relative
entropy method in [10] which uses relative entropy between
flow pairs to detect attacking flow mimicking legitimate traffic.
From fig. 3 and fig. 4, it is found:
1) Even with a reasonable bulk of background traffic, there
is strong correlation between two malicious flows, which is
very weak between one malicious and one legitimate flows.
2) The two flow pairs can’t be perfectly differentiated by
relative entropy.
3) Rank correlation coefficient becomes stable after about
100 time units. When the time unit is 0.1 second, then only
10 seconds are needed to give the final alarm.
To get the thresholds, we test 200 different attacking cases.
The ratio of packet rate of attacking to legitimate flows ranges
from 1.0 to 10.0, to cover a broad range of low and high rate
cases. Fig. 5 is the probability density of correlation coefficient
in RCD, it’s found that:
1) The two kinds of correlations could be clearly distinguished with a broad range of attacking packet rate.
2) To achieve low false negative and false positive, we
choose the intersection point of fitted curves as thresholds. In
fig. 5, the thresholds are δ1 = -0.15 and δ2 = 0.3 with relatively
low false negative and false positive: 0.18% and 0.10%.
V. C ONCLUSION
The letter concentrates on detecting DRDoS independent of
specific protocols, and proposed the Rank Correlation based
Detection (RCD) algorithm. Once suspicious flows found,
RCD starts to calculate the rank correlation between flow
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Comparison of methods in scenario b.

Fig. 5.

Statistical comparison of RCD for both scenarios.

pairs and give final alert according to preset thresholds. The
preliminary simulations demonstrate that it could be a helpful
indicator for DRDoS detection. The result could also be used
to pick out and discard malicious flows. There are a lot of
interesting works in the future, including:
1) Other correlation-like measurement and the comparison
of their effectiveness.
2) Extensive experiment against real DRDoS in the Internet.
3) Using RCD in more sophisticated scenarios.
4) What the attackers can do to escape detection and the
countermeasures.
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